Abstract

In case of wireless routing in sensor networks, data aggregation has been proposed as a predominantly constructive prototype. Most of the routing algorithms for traditional networks are address centric, and the ad hoc nature of wireless sensor network makes them unsuitable for practical applications. Data-centric technologies that carry out in-network aggregation of data to capitulate energy-efficient dissemination are essential. In this paper, we propose a Pull based Energy Efficient Data Aggregation (PEEDA) approach, to effectively deliver the data to the sink. In this approach, the sink will broadcast an interest message containing its required data model, to all the nodes. We form an cost effective aggregation tree towards the sink based on the ToD structure. When the aggregator receives the data from the sources, it aggregates the data depending on the interest message using spatial and temporal convergence. To achieve energy efficient aggregation, the MAC protocol uses the partially overlapped channels. By simulation results, we show that the proposed scheme consumes less energy and reduces the overhead and delay.
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